MEMORANDUM FOR JOHN M. POINDEXTER

FROM: WALTER RAYMOND, JR.  VINCENT M. CANNISTRARO  WILLIAM L. STEARMAN

SUBJECT: PSYOPS Operations Committee

Attached at Tab I is a memorandum summarizing the second PSYOPS Committee meeting. We focussed this meeting on the Philippines in an effort to get the Department of Defense more engaged in the nation-building/civic action program in that country. The next step will be a tightly drafted outline of a PSYOPS Plan which we will send to that Embassy for its comment. The POC was alerted both by Dick Childress and State over the extreme sensitivities of a PSYOPS plan at a time when there is serious tension within the Government of the Philippines. We will be seeking Steve Bosworth's counsel concerning how to raise the plan for approval with the Government of the Philippines after we have an agreed program.

Attachment

Tab I  Memorandum for the Record

cc: Dick Childress

SECRET
DECLASSIFY ON: OADR
October 31, 1986

SUBJECT: Psychological Operations Support for the Philippines (U)

The second meeting of the PSYOPS Committee took place on October 24. DOD provided a detailed presentation of the kinds of things that they could undertake if a PSYOPS plan were approved. This largely focused on a range of civic actions supportive of the overall effort to overcome the insurgency. There is considerable concern about the sensitivities in the Philippines today. Nevertheless, it was the unanimous agreement of the Committee that a plan should be developed and sent to the field for their input. The tasker at Tab I is designed to set that process in motion.

RECOMMENDATION

That you sign the tasker at Tab I.

Approve ______ Disapprove ______

Out of Town
Dick Childress concurs.

Attachment

Tab I Tasker

SECRET DECLASSIFY ON: OADR